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The  lens  

is  made  of  super  impact-resistant  PC  material  imported  from  Japan,  

double-sided  anti-fog

Features:  

Anti-splash,  anti-fog,  anti-sand,  anti-dust,  high  light  transmission,  anti-

collision

·design  description

The  frame  

is  made  of  environmentally  friendly  

PVC  according  to  the  curve  of  the  human  face,  which  fits  well  and  is  comfortable  to  wear

Product  Description

State  Food  and  Drug  Administration  for  the  record,  through  the  three  major  certification

GB14866-2006  CE  ANSI/ISEA  

Z87.1-2015  FDA  registration

Can  be  worn  by  both  men  and  women  and  can  be  worn  with  myopia  glasses  at  the  same  time

Fully  enclosed  multifunctional  

protective  goggles  Model:  AJ-A101
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·instruction  manual

Features:  

Four-hole  ventilation,  anti-splash,  anti-fog,  anti-sand,  anti-dust,  high  light  

transmission,  anti-collision

The  lens  

is  made  of  super  impact-resistant  PC  material  imported  from  Japan,  

double-sided  anti-fog

·design  description

The  frame  

is  made  of  environmentally  

friendly  PVC  according  to  the  curve  of  the  human  face,  which  fits  well  and  is  comfortable  to  wear

Product  Description

Can  be  worn  by  both  men  and  women  and  can  be  worn  with  myopia  glasses  at  the  same  time

GB14866-2006  CE  ANSI/ISEA  

Z87.1-2015  FDA  registration

State  Food  and  Drug  Administration  for  the  record,  through  the  three  major  certification

Multifunctional  protective  goggles  with  

air  holes  Model:  AJ-A102
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Features:  

Anti-fog,  anti-oil  fume,  anti-spray,  anti-splash  Comfortable  

sweat-absorbing  microfiber  cloth  Non-toxic  and  tasteless  HD  vision

·design  description

·instruction  manual

Product  Description

Structure:  

Sturdy  buckle,  comfortable  sweat-absorbing  microfiber  cloth,  

high-transparency  PET  lens

Lens  Material:  PET  Mask  Height:  

22CM  Mask  Width:  32CM  Memory  

Material:  Sponge  +  Microfiber  Cloth  

Headband  Material:  Elastic  Band  Application  Range:  Anti-

splash,  anti-oil  fume,  anti-flying  dust,  anti-flying

State  Food  and  Drug  Administration  filing,  CE  certification,  FDA  registration

Multifunctional  protective  

mask  model:  AJ-A300
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·design  description

Product  Description

Double-sided  

anti-fog,  anti-shock,  anti-wind  and  sand,  anti-scratch,  anti-splash

Use  environment:  

Outdoor  sports,  cycling,  mountain  climbing,  grinding,  construction  sites,  factories  and  other  workplaces,  can  effectively  prevent  damage  to  eyes  such  as  fragments  and  

splashes

Material:  PC

Protective  

glasses  model:  AJ-A100
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·design  description

Product  Description

Double-sided  

anti-fog,  anti-shock,  anti-wind  and  sand,  anti-scratch,  anti-splash  can  be  used  with  myopia  glasses

Use  environment:  

Outdoor  sports,  cycling,  mountain  climbing,  grinding,  construction  sites,  factories  and  other  workplaces,  can  effectively  prevent  damage  to  eyes  such  as  

fragments  and  splashes

Material:  PC

Protective  

glasses  model:  SL100
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Product  Description protective  mask

·design  description

Scope  of  use:  anti-splash,  anti-oil  fume,  anti-flying  dust,  anti-spray

Features  

Anti-fog,  anti-oil  fume,  anti-spray,  anti-splash  Non-toxic  and  

tasteless  HD  vision
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